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The measurements of temperature dependence of thejj JEFG- on,I Cd 
nuclei in AgP(3 ard AgPt alloys were performed using the tine 
dependent perturbed angular correlation method. The EFG caused 
by impurities distributed in further coordination shells tee-
rease stronger with Increasing temperature than the EFG due to 
single impurity being tbe nearest neighbour of the probe atom. 
These results if ere explained assuming different nodes of 
thermal vibrations of single impurity atoms and impurity com¬ 
plexes in silver host lattice.f (Ji'ji -•' 

Stosując metodę zaburzonych korelacji kierunlrorcych promienio¬ 
wania gamma przeprowadzono pomiary zależności temperaturowych 
gradientów pól elektrycznych na jądrach ' Cd w stopach AgPć 
i AgPt. Obserwowane zmiany temperaturone gradientu pola elek¬ 
trycznego pochodzącego od atomów domieszek rozmieszczonych 
w dalszych sferach koordynacyjnycb atomu Cd są znacznie 
większe ni* zmiany gradientu pola elektrycznego wytworzonego 
przez atom domieszki będący najbliższym sąsiadem atomu Cd. 
Wyniki te można było wyjaśnić przy założeniu różnego charak¬ 
teru drgań cieplnych pojedynczych atomów domieszek i atomów 
domieszek tworzących kompleksy. 

Измерялась температурная зависимость градиентов электрического 
поля на ядрах ^ ^ C d в AgBtŁ и AgPt методой возмущенных углсвнх 
корреляций гамма излучения. Наблюдаемый градиент электричес¬ 
кого поля связный с примесснаыи расположенный в далнеИвих 
координационных сферах уменшаетоя с температурой скорее гра¬ 
диента электрического поля от премеси с первой координацион¬ 
ной сферы атома **** СЛ. Этот результат был овясьнен принимая 
разные теплавые колебания в кристаллической решётке единствен¬ 
ных атомов примеси и атомов связаных в комплексы примеси 



The investigation of the temperature dependence ot the 

electric field gradient (EFG) In metals and alloys can help to 

understand the source of EFG acting on the probe nuclei. The ex¬ 

periments performed on noncublc metals shot? that the quadrupole 

frequency w =~g^" c a n b e reproduced by the relation [l] : 

Mrr)-«co)f«-*
T%i3, (0 

where otls a constant and «j(cO Is the quadrupole frequency at 

T = 0 K,. It was demonstrated in refs [2] and [3] that the 

T ' dependence can be explained by accounting for the thermal 

vibrations ot the crystal lattice. 

The Intention of the present work Is to find a relationship 

between the local tharnal Impurity vibrations and the tempera¬ 

ture dependence of EFG in cubic lattices. 

The TDPAC measurements on Cd after In decay in 

Ag, Pd and Ag, Pt (x * 0.003 and O.Olj were performed in 

the temperature range from SO X to 1100 K. The experimental de¬ 

tails and data analysis are given in ref. [4] . 

Owing to the strong attractive interaction between * in 

parent atoms and the impurity atoms (Pd or Pt),lt was possible 

to study the temperature behaviour of EPG"" S created by two dif¬ 

ferent Impurity configurations around the probe atoms. In the 

first case, one Impurity atom ( Pd or Pt) situated at the nea¬ 

rest neighbour lattice site to tbe probe generates EFG which nas 

observed as a unique frequency component to tbe perturbation 

factor GgfO • In the second case , some Impurity atoms dis¬ 

tributed In further coordination spheres gave rise to a com¬ 

ponent in G2(t) "hich was described by tbe Lorentzian distribu¬ 

tion of quadrupole frequencies with tbe nldth <S. 

The general semlempirical expression describing the temperature 

dependence of the quadruaole frequency Y-
QfT)»«fO)Ct-c«fT ] (2) 

nas fitted to tns experimental points. The fit yielded 

f= 1.35 r .26 and r= 1.14 + .64 for Ag 0 9 g 7Pt 0 > 0 0 3 and 
AgO.997PdO.OO3 a l l 0 y s respectively. Because of the large errors 

on f, In the further data elaboration it was assumed,that 

what is commonly accepted for noncublc metals £lj . 



The results of the measureraents for the AgPt alloy are shown 
in Fig.i. The upper full line represents the fit of the rela¬ 
tion (l) to the experimental points, rchereas the lower one fits 
the temperature dependence of the Lorentzian distribution 
width 6, given by the formula : 3/ 

&(T) = S(O)[-t-*fT J (3) 
The values of the parameters obtained from the fits are listed 
in Table I. 

Fig,i.Temperature dependence of the normalized quadrupole fre¬ 
quency W ( T ) / U ( O ) connected with the EPG due to one Pt 
atom as the nearest neighbour of 1JICd in ASo#9o.7pto,oo3 
(left scale) and temperature dependence ot the normalized 
width of Lorentzian quadrupole frequency distribution 
6(T) / 6(0) describing the EPG created by Pt atoms situa¬ 
ted in further coordination spheres (right scale) .The so¬ 
lid lines are the least square fits of Eq. (l)and(3) to 
the experimental data. 

Table I. Least squares fit results of theo>(T) and 6 ( T ) . 

Alloy 

AgPt 

AgPd 

C0(O)/2TT[MHZ] 

77.6 T 0.8 

44.i T 0.5 

ocCio-V3/2] 

0.176 * 0.011 

0.203 T 0.025 

<5(o)/2ir[;.iBzJ 

3.3 T 0.2 

2.0 T O.i 

1.49 ł 0.13 

1.00 % 0.31 



The quadrupole frequencies &>fr) which result from the pre¬ 
sence of one impurity atom at the nearest neighbour site, decre¬ 
ase very slightly with the increasing temperature. On the con¬ 
trary, a much stronger temperature dependence of O(T) , vrhich 
represents the EFG due to impurities at larger distances, is 
comparable to the dependence observed in hexagonal metals.These 
different t-jr.perature changes of the two EFG* s can be related 
to a different dynamical behaviour of the single impurities and 
impurity complexes in the silver host lattice. 

The influence of the mean square lettice displacements on the 
EFG temperature dependence ras discussed in ref.{3) . Following 
this concept we performed calculations for two-Impurity system 
in the fee silver lattice. 

The charge excesses of the impurity atoms give rise to a per¬ 
turbed potential. This potential nas taken as the Coulomb po¬ 
tential screened by the free-electron gas dielectric function. 
To take Into account the thermal aton vibration one has to ave-
rage this potential over the normal lattice modes. Confining 
the treatment to the harmonic phonon approximation and utili¬ 
zing a logarithmic singularity of the dielectric function [5], 
an asymptotic form of the effective potential can be derived 

<v(B,-W> 
where 

S * 
Z Is the charge excess of the impurity ion, q_ is the Ferial wa¬ 
ve vector, Rj, R2, Uj and tj2 denote the equilibrium positions 
and displacements of the probe and Impurity atoms, respectively. 
Assuming the antishielding factor such as for the free impurity 
ion and disregarding its modification caused by the neighbouring 
impurity, the VZ2 component of EFG related to the second ̂ eri-
vatlve of the <V (Rj - R2)> potential can be written as 

* 8 ć ^ 

I 



where x = 2qF [ Rj - R2I . 
The temperature dependence of Vzz is governed by the temperatu¬ 
re changes of the average relative thermal vibration amplitudes 
of neighbouring ions and by thermal lattice expantion through 
the Fermi wave vector. Notice, that x does not depend on the 
temperature. 

It was shown in ref.[*] that In-Pd and In-Pt neighbou¬ 
ring impurities form strongly bounded pairs. Their local modes 
resemblances diaatomic molecule behaviour, for which only high 
frequency mode results in small relative displacement. Since 
the main contribution to mean square atom displacements is gi¬ 
ven by the Ion frequency modes, we can put for two-impurity 
complex : 

On the other hand, two separated ions oscillate rather indepen¬ 
dently. Hence : 2 2 V * 1. 

The measured relative temperatura changes of quadrupole frequen 
cies attributed to the probe-impurity nearest neighbour pairs 
in Ag Pci and AgPt alloys, together with the theoretical curve 
obtained from (Ś) under the assumption of strongly bounded pair 
(fe) are shocm in Fig. 2. 

Fig.2. Temperature dependence of the normalized quadrupole in¬ 
teraction frequencies ot(T)/a(o) for 1UC<3 In AgPt 
and AgPd alloys.Solid turve calculated from Eq.(5) *nd 
(6) represents the temperature dependence of the EFG due 
to 1 impurity as the nearest neighbour to the Cd. 



The relative temperature changes of the width Ó(T) of the EFG 

created at the probe nuclei by randomly distributed impurities 

are presented in Fig.3. The theoretical curves were calculated 

from the relations (5) and (?) in which the mean square atom 

displacements were found on the basis of the Debye phonon spect¬ 

rum with the effective phonon Debye temperatures 6^ =nf"/ v 

[7} for a given Impurity atom, where If and M, are host i 

and imparity atom masses and eD* 226 £ Is the Debye temperature 

of silver. 

Fig.3. Temperature dependence of the normalized 

for AgPt and AgPd alloys, the theoretical solid lines 

were calculated from Kq. (5) and (7). For the comparison 

the results of fitted T3''2 dependence (Eq.(3>) to tUe 

experimental points are presented. 

The EFG temperature dependence for the nearest neighbour im¬ 

purity pairs is nicely reproduced by this simplified model. 

Moreover, this model predicts the observed stronger temperature 

dependence of EFG generated by impurities at larger distances. 

It also anticipates the stronger temperature dependence of EFG 

created by heavier Pt ions than by Pd ions. The disagreement 

in the slope of <$(T) might be attributed to nonrandom distribu¬ 

tion of Pd and Pt lor.s among the lattice sites in the further 

coordination spheres, it might be expected that the probability 

of finding an Impurity atom nearby the probe Is higher at Ion 

than at high temperature. This effect n>".y Increase the slope of 



the EPG value as a function of temperature. j 
Despite the simplicity of this model trbich takes Into account ' 

only the lattice thermal expansion and the thermal vlbraticcs of 
atoms, it nas able to reproduce the temperature dependence of 
EFG for lapurity conplexes in a cubic metal crystal, likewise, 
the previous calculations made in ref. [3} for hexagonal metals. 
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